
GM530B
Wired gaming mouse with 16K DPI, RGB, 7 buttons and G-Menu

DPI Button
The DPI button lets you manually switch between four different DPI settings on the fly and choose the
right speed for any given game and playstyle.

Pixart 3389 gaming sensor with 16,000 DPI resolution
Equipped with a Pixart PMW3389 high end sensor with 16,000 true DPI, this mouse translates even the
slightest movement of your hand into a precise, winning action in every game.

RGB
Catch enemies red-handed while they try to sneak up on you. You can also catch them blue, yellow or
green-handed, depending on which colour you set your mouse to, since it comes with RGB zones with
Light FX Sync RGB.

Pixart 3389 gaming sensor with 16,000 DPI resolution
Equipped with a Pixart PMW3389 high end sensor with 16,000 true DPI, this mouse translates even the
slightest movement of your hand into a precise, winning action in every game.

Matte Coating
Its clean looks make it fit seamlessly into your existing build, while the shape with skin-friendly matte UV
coating gives you easy access to 7 buttons, enabling you to always perform at your best.

80M Clicks
Your enemies won’t wait for you to make your move. That’s why it’s crucial to have a mouse that directly
converts your motions into actions. This mouse comes with switches by Kailh, that not only offer
exceptional click sense and response speed, but also durability, being rated 80M clicks.

RGB
Catch enemies red-handed while they try to sneak up on you. You can also catch them blue, yellow or
green-handed, depending on which colour you set your mouse to, since it comes with RGB zones with
Light FX Sync RGB.

Braided cable and gold-plated USB
It’s as difficult to find the right hardware to ensure your highest possible gaming performance, as it is to
find a right-hand man who will stay with you for as long as possible. That’s why this mouse comes with a
braided cable and a gold-plated USB, combining the highest quality with long endurance.

Personalize your game
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General

Model name GM530B

SKU GM530B

EAN 4038986631082

Product Line AOC Gaming

Channel B2C

Section Gaming

Launch date 2021-08-14T22:00:00+00:00

 

Sensor information

Sensor Pixart PWM3389

Sensor Type Optical

DPI 16000 Real DPI

IPS 400 IPS

Acceleration 50g

Polling Rate 1000 Hz, 1ms

 

Product Information

Shape Ergonomic, Right Handed

Grip Style Palm, Claw

Mouse Button Type Kailh

Number of Buttons 7 (7 programmable)

On Board Memory 2

Illumination 16.8 million customizable colors

Light sync FX ✔

Adjustable Weight System No

 

Connectivity

Connectivity Wired USB 2.0

Cable Type Braided

Cable Length 1.8 m

 

Compatibility

Software AOC G-Menu (Windows 7 or newer)

Operation system Mac, Windows

 

Warranty

Warranty Period 2 Years

 

Dimensions / Weights

Product Dimensions (WxHxD) mm 125 x 65 x 42 mm mm

Product weight 135.6 g

Product weight (mouse only) 90.6 g

Packaging Dimensions (WxHxD) mm 180 x 125 x 55 mm mm

 

What's in the box?

What's in the box? Gaming mouse, User Manual
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